COMPUTER TEM N IQUES
IN GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
STUDIES
Reference Manual
June' 1979

SUMNARY

This reference manual is concerned with a computer data system
developed specifically for groundwater studies. The system has
been designed to analyse data from regional studies, where some
impact can be made uSing scientific methods coupled with efficient
data retrieval. It is not intended for large scale, long-term
data archival.
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NCMENCLATURE

Program names

capitals , underlined (e.g. CONTROL)

Control words

capitals (e .g. NEW-SYST EM

Data system files

enclosed in square brackets (e .g.

All options are in italics

(e.g .

LSite-list ]

[ Typ e 1 ] refers to an example

data file or qua l 4f i l e na me refers to a mass
storage file.

)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(1) Co

ter Techni es in Groundwater Resource Studies - First Interim

Report, July 1978.
Computer techniques offer a basic facility to handle and analyse large
quantities of data. One of the main aims of this project has been to
develop general analytical methods which can be applied to groundwater
resource studies.

(2) Usin

the Groundwater Data Forms March 1979

Data collected during groundwater resource stUdies can conveniently be
written onto coding forms in the field. The coding forms have been
designed in such a way as to minimise the number of different types of
forms and also lead to data being put directly onto the computer in a
simple efficient way. Data not falling into either the data.categories
or the descriptions discussed in this text can be entered on the coding
forms and also on to the data system as long as some preparation work is
done beforehand.
(3) Co
Re

ter Techni es in Groundwater Resource Studies - Second Interim
rt Au

st 1979

Examples of data from two hydrogeological studies have been used to
illustrate some of the computer techniques which are now available. They
have been grouped into the different data categories and, in conjunction
with the reference manual, will help the users to operate the system.
In addition it is hoped that they will stimulate ideas for useful additional
techniques.

CHAPTER 1 - General considerations

The reader is referred to the references listed in the bibliOgraphy for a
description of the motivation and the structure of the data system (1), the
use of the groundwater coding forms (2), and for examples of those analytical
facilities which have already been developed (3). This report is solely
concerned with operating the system on the N .E.R.C. Univac 1108 computer.
It describes how to put data onto the system , quality control of data ,
selection of relevant parts of the data, correcting data and hydrogeological
data analysis. Appendices A and B contain descriptive lists of control
words and error messages and appendix C a number of specific points which
should be noted before attempting to set up the data system for a
particular study.
A control program has been developed to simplify the operation of the
system. The program accepts simple control words and generates the
relevant computer runstream. It is possible, although more complicated ,
to operate the system without using the control program; however this is
beyond the scope of this report.

In order to use the data system with the control program, the following
cards are required

@RUN runid, account, qualifier'
@XQT ODM4CONTROL.CONTROL
Control cards2
Data cards'

@FIN
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No tes

1.

The p arame ters on the RUN card are :

runid

- an identi fier for th e particu lar run , chos en by the user

account
qualifier

- the accoun t number assign ed to the pro ject
- the quali fier assigned to the pro ject

A ll wo rk conc erned w ith a particular p ro ject shou ld b e run under a un ique
quali fier .

This enab les the d ata sy stem to iden tify those file s wh ich

re late to a p rojec t and also p rote cts aga inst ov erwri ting files from another

project. Obv iously no two pro ject s shou ld use th e same qua lifier and befor e
sta rt ing a data system , with a new qualifier , u sers shou ld check that the
q ualife r is no t a lready be ing used (see Appendix C ).

Each contro l card has a 'con trol wo rd ' in the first 12 character
loca tions o f the card and may conta in further in formation in the rem aining
68 locations ; addit ional information m ay be con tained on con tinua tion card s
(see App end ix A ).

Th e first co ntro l card will a lways be a T ITLE card , wh ich has a p roject
title in locat ions 13- 36 ; this tit le w ill appe ar on a ll ou tpu t generated by
the system and thus sho uld rem ain con stan t throu ghou t the study .

Th e last

con tro l card w ill a lw ays be END RUN .

These d ata cards are ne eded on ly if d ata is to be added to the
system in the form o f a set of punched cards ra ther th an a m ass storage
file (see Chap ter 2 : Pu tting D ata onto the System ).

The program CONTROL generates the runstream required to perform the desired
manipulations of the data; if no errors are detected , the program will
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usually cause this runstream to be executed. However if a HOLDRUN card
is included , it will cause the program to list the control cards and the
runstream generated ; this runstrean will not be executed.

A copy of this

runstream may be kept on file by specifying a file-name in columns 13 to 36
of the HOLDRUN card. If an error is detected , a list of the control cards
and of the runstream generated before the error was detected will be printed ,
together with a diagnostic message.

HOLDRUN

Success

not HOLDRUN

Message : successful.execution

Message: successfUl execution

of CM TROL.

of CONTROL ; job now running.

Lists control cards

Lists control cards.

Lists runstream generated.
Writes runstream to file (if
specified on HOLDRUN card).

Message : error - Diagnostic xx

(where numbers xx are listed

in Appendix B)
Failure
Lists control cards read in before error detected.
Lists runstream generated before error detected.

Table 1.

Control program status
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CHAPTER 2 - Data

2.1

Coding the data.

Data of standard types (see Table 21 can most conveniently be put onto
the system if they have been recorded on the groundwater data forms
(see "Using the Groundwater Data Forms" for details of the layout and
use of the forms).

Filename

Type

Page reference to
'Using the Groundwater
Data Forms"

SITE-LIST

Master

LITHOLOGY

Library

11

CHEMISTRY

Master

13

PUMPING-TEST

Library

16

WATER-LEVEL

Library

18

CONDUCTIVITY

Library

20

TD IPERATURE

Library

22

LOG-COND

Library

24

LOG-TEMP

Library

26

Table 2. Standard data types
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The data from these forms are punched onto cards. In the case of data
which will be stored on master-files (i.e. [Site-list] and [Chemistry]
data) the data cards must be preceded by a set of cards describing the
particular format that has been used - these can be punched directly
from the information which has been entered on the key form for the
particular data-types. Note that locations 78-80 of the last card
describing the format must contain 'END' to enable the program to
differentiate between the key and the data.

In our experience, it is advisable to read the cards into a mass storage
file before adding them to the system , since it is then simple to correct
errors using the editor (@ED processor).

2.2 Checking for format errors

The formats for the standard data types can be checked using the program
CHECKFORM - this checks that the format is compatible with that expected
by the data system . A successful execution of CliECKFORM ensures that the
data will be read successfully by the system, although there could still
be errors in the data. Five cards are required to run the program :

@RUN runid, account, qualifier
@XQT ODM*CONTROL.CHECKFORM
dåta-typel
@ADD qua lifier4filename2

@FIN
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(or data cards)

No tes .

da t a t yp e

is the nam e o f th e s tan dard d ata typ e (T ab le 1) ,

le ft- jus ti fi ed in the firs t 12 location s .

4.

qua l i f i e r "f i l e name

i s the q uali fier and filenam e

m as s sto rag e fi le to w hich the da ta h as be en w ri tten .

o f the

If the da ta is

on ca rd s ra the r th an in a m ass s tor ag e file , this ca rd (@AD D

qua l i f i er "

f i l ename ) is remo ve d an d rep laced by th e se t o f d a ta card s .

The message "FORMAT CHECKED FOR [Da t a- t ype] DATA - ALL RIGHT TO ADD
TO DATA SYSTEM" indicates a successful execution of CHECKFORM .

Should CHECKFORM be unsuccessful, then either the data-type has not
been recognised or there is an error in the format of the data. CHECKFORM
gives some indication of where the first error was found. There may be
format errors later on in the data which can only be detected once the
earlier errors have been corrected.

If CHECKFORM has been unsuccessful then the effect of trying to put the
data onto the system is unpredictable and may result in losing or
corrupting data 1,
.h ich is already on the system .
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If the data are in a mass storage file then it is possible to run CHECKFORM as
a demand job from a terminal and use the editor to correct errors as and when
they are detected . If there are a number of errors then the savings in time
can be considerable.

2.3

Putting the data onto the system .

Data is added onto the system using the control language. The control cards
which are required in a given situation can be determined from the flow
diagram (Fig 1). The following cards are required

@RUN runid, account, qualifier
@K T ODN4CONTROL.CONTROL
Con tro t cards

Data cards

@FIN

Example sequences of control cards, and the circumstances in which they are
used are given below.

In the examples [Type 1] , [Type 2] , etc represent the names of standard data
types (see Table 1), while qua l4file A, qual4file B, etc represent the
qualifiers and filenames of the mass storage files containing data to be added
to the system.
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Example 1.

Initial run - starting a new system (with a library file)

TITLE

project title

NEW-SYSTEM
NEW-LIBRARY

[Type 1]

DATA-FILE

qualj ileA

ENDRUN

This example assumes that [Type 1] represents one of the standard data types
for which the data is stored on a library file - for those types which are
stored on master files, NEW-LIBRARY is replaced by NEW-MASTER as in example 2.

Example 2.

Opening a new file - system already exists

T ITLE

project title

NEW-MASTER

[Type 2]

,DATA-FILE

oual4file B

(for a master file)

ENDRUN
Example 3. Adding data to a file (library or master) which already exists

T ITLE

project title

ADD-FILE

[Type 3]

DATA-FILE

qual4file C

Examp le 4. As long as the data to be added are in mass storage.files , then
more than one operation can be performed in one run . Suppose that data (in
qua lj ile D) is to be added to [Type 4] which has already been opened in a

Previous run ; and that a new library file [Type 5] is to be opened with data
which is in qual,file E . Then either of the following sets of control cards
may be used , with identical results

TITLE

TITLE

title

Adding data to an already existing file; data on cards.

Example 5.

TITLE

project title

ADD-FILE

[ Type 6 ]

DATA-CARDS
ENDRUN
Data cards

Example 6.

If a particular data type [ Type 7 ] is no longer required for a

study , it may be over-written with a new data type [ Type 8 ] (thus reducing
the amount of storage space required).

TITLE

project title

OLD- FILE

[Type 7]

NEW-LIBRARY

[Type 8]

DATA -FILE

qua l4fi le F

ENDRUN
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Exam ple 7

Adding code details - for assigning values to the user-defined

codes (numbers 1-11). See chapter 3 for an explanation of the use of codes.

TITLE

project title

ADD-CODE
DATA-FILE

qual4file G1

EI4DRU N
No te 1 .

The d ata form at is one card per grid refer ence a s follow s

grid ref /c = v /
1
1

/e

n

= v /

n

w here
c ,k= 1 ...n , a re cod e numb ers and the v

are the cor respo nd ing va lues .

v alue s o f any cod es wh ich are no t included in cl

The

c ar e left unch anged , so
n

for each station it is on ly necessary to specify tho se cod es for wh ich the
v alue s are to be changed .

Example 8.

Keyfile information .

TITLE

project title

NEW-KEY
DATA-FILE

qual4file al

ENDRUN

N o te 1 .
Fo rms" ..

T he d ata forma t is as de scrib ed in the "u sing the Groundwater D ata

CHAPTER 3

Selection

The station index contains the grid references of all the sample points, arranged
in ascending order.

The application programs work sequentially through the

station index accessing and processing the data for each of the stations in
turn .

Analysis may only be required for the data from a few grid references,

in which case it is wasteful to perform the analysis for all grid references
in the station index.

It is possible to select a subset of the station index

(the selected station index) containing only those grid references which are of
interest and to use that instead of the full station index.

There are two control words (SELECT and MAPSELECT) that can be used when
making a selection, their use governed by the type of application programs ;
MAPSFI FCT must be used for programs which involve the plotting of maps
(e.g. WL-DIFMAP , SITEMAP , etc).

With both control words, columns 13-36

of the card should contain a description of the selection criteria; this
appears together with the project title on the output.

The control card is followed by up to 15 criteria on which the selection will
be based.

There are 4 different classes of selection criteria as follows

OODE
2.

BOX

3.

QUAD

4.

GRI D

(The BOX and QUAD criteria may not be used in conjunction with MAPSELECT) .
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CODE

The codes are.assigned values and thus group data with similar hydrogeological,
physical or geographical characteristics..
these codes have certain values.

Grid references are selected, where

The codes are identified by a number (1-15)

and in the case of codes with the numbers 12-15 they have associated system
defined names:

Number

Name

12

Basin

13

Aquifer

14

Source

IS

Boundary

Codes

The values are also identified by a number and for codes 12-14 can have an
associated user defined name (see Figure 2).

Thus , for example, code

number 14 (source) could have values; number 1 (Borehole), number 2 (Disused
well) and number 3 (Spring) (see also "Using the Groundwater Data Forms").
For each station the values taken by codes 12-14 can be specified on the [Sitelist] data form.

Moreover, names associated with these values can be stored

on the Keyfile (see 2.4).

The boundary code has the value 1 for those grid references for which there
is boundary data; otherwise it has the value zero.

The value 1 is assigned

automatically when boundary data for that grid reference is added to the
system .

For each grid reference all the codes have a default value of zero.
_
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The format of a code criterion is

CODE

Code 1/Value 1

(Card 1)

Code 2/Value 2

(Card 2)

Code N/Va lue N

(Card N)

where N is not greater than 10 and Code K and Value K are generally numbers.
In the case when Code has the number 12, 13 or 14 the associated names for
both Code and/or Value can be used). Thus using the example above if
Code K/Va lue If was 14/3 it could alternatively be written SOURCE/3 or

14/SPRING or, indeed , SOURCE/SPRING. The criterion is satisfied if all the
C odes take their concomitant Va lues (i.e. Code 1 has Value 1 and Code 2 has
Value 2 and ... and Code N has Va lue N).

BOX.

Each BOX criterion is defined by one card ; the format is

BOX

XMIN = x l /XMAX = x2 / YMIN = y i / YIV X = y 2 /

This criterion is satisfied if the grid reference, defined by co-ordinates
(X ,Y) satisfies,

xi < X < x2 and yi < Y < Y2

i.e. if the grid reference falls in the rectangle bounded by the four lines
x = x l, x = x2 , y = y i and y =

y 2.
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QUAD.

Each QUAD criterion is defined by one card: the format is

QUAD

X1 = x l/Y1 = y1/X2 = x2/Y2 = y2/X3 = x 3/Y3 = y3/X4 = x4/Y4 =

This criterion is satisfied if the grid reference defined by co-ordinates (K,Y)
is such that it falls in the quadrilateral whose vertices, numbered in an
anticlockwise sense are (x 1, y i ) (x2, Y2,) (x3, y 3) and (xi., y4).

GRID

A GRID criterion is defined by a set of cards

GRID
gr i d- r ef

(Card 1)
1

(Card 2)

g r i d- r ef N

(Card N+1)

Grid references are selected if they appear (in columns 1-8) in the list (Cards 2
to N+1) of grid references.

If a GRID criterion is included in any set of selection

criteria, it must always be the last of the selection criteria included .

The end of a set of selection criteria is indicated by a card

END

Examples.

(i) MAPSELECT

Selection criteria description

CODE

12/1

CODE

7/6
BASIN/3

END

This will give boundaries as well as grid references for which either
(a) code .number 12 has value 1 or (b) code number 7 has value 6 and code name
BASIN (number 12) has value 3.

(ii) SELECT

Selection criteria description

CODE

12/1

CODE

7/6
BASIN/3

END

This will give the same selection as example (i) although the boundaries will
not be included.

(iii) SELECT

Selection criteria descripticm

CODE

12/3

BOX

XMIN = 1046/XMAX = 1076/YMIN = 5230/YMAX = 3317/

CODE

1/6

END

This will give grid references lying in the rectangle

1046 < X < 1076 , 5230 < Y

< 5317

for which either (a) code number 12 has value 3 or (b) code number 1 has
value 6

(iv) SELECT

Selection criteria description

GRID
11535049
10565215
10635246

This will give the three grid references in the list.

(v)

SELECT

Se lection criteria description

CODE

12/3

BOX

XMIN = 1046/XW A = 1076/YMIN = 5230/VMAX = 5317/

CODE

1/6

GRID
11535049
10565215
10635246
END

This ud ll give grid references selected in either example (iii) or example (iv).
Note that the GRID criterion must come immediately before the END card.
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The control word ENDSELECT ends the use of the selected station index and reverts
to the full station index; a different selection can then be made, or work
can continue using the full station index.
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CRM TER 4 -

uali

control of data

For various standard types there are programs which search the data , in the
system , for possible numerical error.

(0-IECKT ORM described in Section 2.3

can only detect format errors and is used prior to putting data onto the
system).

The different data types have certain general characteristics (for example,
during each stage of a pumping test water levels are usually monotonic).
The programs detect deviations from the general characterisics of the
particular data types. The user must decide on whether or not the detected
deviation is an error. The programs do not infallibly detect errors,
since parts of the data may genuinely deviate from the characteristics of
the data type causing spurious errors to be detected. Alternatively ,
errors may be missed because they are smaller than the detection tolerance.

By using the selection facility (Chapter 4) to select relevant stations ,
it is possible to apply a quality control program to only those grid
referencesfor which the data of a particular type has been changed .

The programs described in Chapter 6 can be used to produce data lists for
visual checking.

The control word QUALITY is used to run the quality control programs ;
details of the additional parameters for particular data types are given
in Appendix A .

(1)

rSite-listl

No quality control program. Use LOC-SW IARY and

SITE- SIN \ IARY (see Appendix A) to produte listings for checking .
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(2)

[Lithology]

Checks that depths are in correct sequential order and

that abbreviations used for components are compatible with those in the Keyfile I

(3)

[Chemistry]

Calculates the percentage balance for each analysis, using

the determinations for sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium , sulphate,
chloride, carbonate, bicarbonate and nitrate ions.

The domestic suitability is determined using .criteria laid down in the "h140
International Standards for Drinking Water, 3rd Edition , 1971".

We have divided waters into Class 1, 2 and 3 on the basis of the following
conditions :

CLASS 1

waters have all constituents below the WHO highest desirable levels.

CLASS 2 waters have all constituents below the M O maximum permissible level
but have one or more constituents exceeding the highest desirable level.
CLASS 3 waters have one or more constituents exceeding the maximum
permissible level.

Agricultural suitability is based on the U .S. Salinity Laboratory System
(U .S. Salinity Laboratory Staff 1954, Diagnosis and improvement of saline
and alkaline soils: U .S. Dept of Agriculture Handbook No . 60) using the
Sodium-Adsorption Ratio (SAR) and electrical conductivity (EC).

The electrical conductivity which is assumed to have been recorded at
20°C is corrected to the US standard at 25°C (ECL) by

ECL

=

log10 (EC + 0.1 EC).
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The salinity hazard classes are defined by

Range of ECL

Class

ECL < 2 . 398
2 . 39 8 4 ECL < 2 . 875

C2

2 . 875 c ECL < 3 . 352

C3

ECL < 3 . 699

C4

3. 352

C5

3. 699 g ECL

The SAR is determined by

SAR

-

Na

2

where the concentrations of Na, Ca and Mg are in milli-equivalents per litre.
The sodium (alkali) hazard classes are then defined by

Class

Range of &AR

SAR < (-4 . 414 x ECL + 18 . 828)

SI

(- 4 . 414 x ECL + 18 . 828) g SAR < (-6 . 769 x ECL + 31 . 538)

S2

(- 6 . 769 x ECL + 31 . 538) g. SAR < (-8 . 829 x ECL + 43 . 658)

S3

(- 8 . 829 x ECL + 43. 658) 4 SAR < 31 ,

54

31.

4 SAR

SS
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The values obtained for the balance and water class as defined above are
added to the data on the [Chemistry] file for future use. It is possible,
in addition to selecting for certain stations, to choose whether to quality
control all chemistry samples or only those that have been changed, using
one of the parameters on the control card.

(4)

[Pumping-test]

Checks that the number of steps is correct; ånd, in

the case of a step drawdown test, that the steps are correctly ordered.

Generally the drawdowns from pumping tests will increase or decrease
monotonically during each step.

The program ascribes reversals of

this

trend to possible errors.

(5)

[Water-level]

Usually water levels vary smoothly ; the quality

control consists of identiEying points which deviate from this smooth
variation by more than a certain tolerance 6 defined by the user. By
running the program with several values of 6, a number of different sets
of points with questionable values can be generated. A suitable set
is then selected for detailed checking.

Details of the method are as follows. Suppose that for a particular
station there are water level readings corresponding to n dates and
n

4 (if n < 4 no quality control is attempted); let the minimum and

and maximimi levels be hmin
. and h
. A cubic spline is fitted to the
max
data, defined in terms of the values and gradients at the n dates. An
estimate of the value of the k-th date is made using the values and
gradients at the (k-1) and (k+1) dates; define the difference between
this estimate and the actual value to be

- 72-

E.

The points are detected for which

1E1 > 6 (hmax - hnin)

where 6 is the user-defined tolerance.

(6)

[Conductivity]

No quality control program. Use CONDSL1M to produce

listings for checkings (see Appendix A).

(7)

[Temperature]

No quality control program . Use TB P SUM to produce

listings for checking (see Appendix A).

(8)

[Log-cond]

Checks that depths are in the correct sequence.

(9)

[Log-temp]

Checks that depths are in the correct sequence.

(10)

Keyfile No quality control program. Use LIST-KEY to check on

contents (see Appendix A).
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CH APTER S - Correction of errors

5.1

Standard data types.

Errors , in

the data, on

the

system, can

be

corrected

using the dontrol words LIST-FILE and EDIT-FILE in conjunction
with the editor. LIST-FILE causes the data to be written to a specified
unassigned mass storage file, where corrections can be made using the editor.
The amended data from the mass storage file is replaced on the system using
EDIT-FILE; after which the mass storage file is deleted . Consequently there
are three stages to correcting errors for any standard data type , as follows:

(i)

Listing the data.

Execute CONTROL with the control cards

TITLE
SELECT

project title

Se lection
criteria l

END
LIST-FILE

data-type 2/q2a l*filename 3

Format
detai ls'

ENDRUN

Notes

1.T he selection cr iter ia are chosen so as to give on ly those gr id

re fere nce s w hich require correction - usua lly by selection of ind iv idua l
grid refere nces .
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z.

da ta-tyve

is the name o f the library or master file w hich requ ires

co rrec tion and is always follow ed by a '/ '

qua l*f i lename

is the name o f the ma ss storage file to which the

d ata is to be wr itten - th is mu st be an un assigned file .

4.

format

details

are on ly requ ired for ma ster files - [Chemi stry]

and [S ite -list] .

(a)

Fo r [Ch emis try] da ta , the LIST-FILE card shou ld be followed by the names

of the i tems which are to be wr itten out , one per card .

LI ST- FI LE

For examp le

O D U STRY/qual*filename

NA/ 2
CA/ 3
HCO3/ 2
END

T hi s wou ld cause the fo llow ing to be w ritten out for each station on the selected
sta tion index : Grid re feren ce , samp le numbe r , fo llowed by va lue s fo r 'NA
(to 2 de cima l p laces) , 'CA

(3 d .p .) and 'HCO 3

(2 d .p .).

The numb er

o f decim a l p lace s shou ld be chosen equa l to the maximum p rec ision o f the
d e term in ation .

Determi nat ions on the stand ard list are all wr itten ou t a s

meq/1 - even if origina lly recorded a s mg/l .

(b )

For [S ite -list] da ta

alw ay s listed .

the standard items wh ich appea r on th e data form s are

Add itional items wh ich have b een added to the end o f th e file

are included by listing th eir names;

one per card .
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In the ca se o f ch ar acter

variables no further inform ation is required .

In the case o f real

var iabl es the item name is followed by a '/ ' and the numb er of decimal
places required , as in (a) above .

LIST-F ILE

For examp le

SITE-L IST/qual* filename

PUMP TYP
GROUN D E /3
END

wh ere PUMP TYP is a character v ariabl e and GROUND E is a re al variable
w hose val ues are printed to 3 decimal places .

The last card mu st

alw ay s be an END card , ev en if no additional items a re requ ired .

(ii) Editing and checking the data.

The format in which the data are /
1r itten to the mass storage file corresponds
2
to that used for each data type on the standard data forrs. Obv i ous l y , the
format of the amended data must similarly correspond. After using the editor
to make the necessary corrections , a fECKFORM can be used to ensure that no new
format errors have been inadvertently introduced.
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Replacing the data.

Execute ODNTROL with the control cards

TITLE

project title

EDIT-FILE

data-type/qual4filename

ENDRUN

where data-type

and qual4filename

are as above. The file qualsfilename

is deleted immediately after replacing the data - thus the same mass storage
file can be used again for farther corrections.

5.2

Changing the Keyfile.

Changes to the Keyfile can be made in one of two ways. In either case , the
Keyfile will be Completely re-written , so that all the relevant Keyfile
information must be included each time that it is updated.

(a) The control words LIST-KEY and EDIT-KEY can be used in a similar fashion
to LIST-FILE and EDIT-FILE :

(i) Execute M NTROL with the control cards

TITLE

project title

LIST-KEY

qual4filename'

ENDRUN
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No te 1 .

qualnfilename

is the name o f the mas s storage file to wh ich the

con ten ts c f the Keyfile are to be w ritten - this mus t be an unass igned file .

(ii) The editor can now be used to make the necessary amendments to the
Keyfile data; as before the format is the same as on the standard data forms.

(iii) Execute CONTROL with the control cards

TITLE

project title

EDIT-KEY

qua lAfilename

ENDRUN

where "qual4filename" is as above.

The file "qua ZAfilename" is deleted immediately after replacing the data.

(b)

If substantial Changes are to be made to the Keyfile it may be easier to

complete a set of the standard Keyfile data forra and use the control word
NEW-KEY as described in Chapter 2 (Example 8). This will overwrite the current
version of the keyfile with the new version.
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CHAPTER 6 -

lication

ro rams

The application programs described below are designed to display data which
has been stored on the data system in a form which is suitable either as an
aid to analysis or for inclusion in reports. Only a brief summary of the alternatives is given in this chapter; Appendix A contains an alphabetical list of
control words, with details of any further information which must be included
on the control cards. Examples of the output from these programs are given
in the Second Interim Report.

6.1 Site-list data

6.1.1 UGC-SUMAARY

Produces a summary showing, for each grid reference,
the description of the site location as stored on
the [Site-list] file.

6.1.2 SITE-SUM ARY

Produces summaries of data on the [Site-list] file,
five grid references per page, using either a standard
format incorporating solely the standard list or the
standard format with additional variables appended.

6.1.3 SITEMAP

Produces a map showing the relative locations of the
grid references for which there is [Site-list] data
- the points are labelled with the reference name or
number which appears in the first 10 characters of
the site location.
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6.2 Lithology data

6.2.1 LITH-LOC

For each grid reference, produces a lithological log
from the data on the [Lithology] file. The
abbreviations used for the lithology data which
have been stored on the [Keyfile]

are displayed

on the log. If water level data exists for the
borehole the minimum and maximum levels are marked
together with levels reached whilst pumping, where
•
appropriate .

6.3

Chemistry data

6.3.1 CHEM -SUMMARY

Produces summaries of data on the [Chemistry] file ,
five samples per page, using either a standard format
incorporating the standard list of determinations, or
the standard format with further determinations
appended , or a format which is completely user-defined.

6.3.2

RATIO

Produces a summary of the values of up to six specified
chemical ratios, for all samples.

6.3.3

STIFF

Produces a Stiff pattern diagram for each chemistry
sample satisfying certain criteria, specified by the
user.

6.3.4

PIPER

Produces a tri-linear (Piper) diagram of
chemistry samples for which the principle ions
satisfy certain criteria. In addition , a summary
giving the actual values of the determinations
for these samples.

6.4

in -test data

6.4.1 TEST-SUMAARY

Sum arises the [Pumping-test] data for each grid
reference.

6.4.2 TEST-PLOT

Produces graphs of drawdown against time of pumping
for each pumping test; the user can specify either
a log-log plot, or a log-linear plot , or both.

6.5 Water-level data

6.5.1 DW-SUNNIARY

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
depths to the water table, as recorded on the
[Water-level] file.

6.5.2

WL-SUMM4RY

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
water levels (above mean sea level), using the datum
which has been recorded on the [Site-list]

- hence it

is necessary that the [Site-list] should exist and
include information about the datum in order to use
this program.

6.5.3 DW-HYDRO

Displays the same information as 6.5.1, in the form
of a hydrograph (A4 size). The y-axis can have the
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values increasing up the page or it can be inverted
(values decreasing). There is a choice of plotting
the data : (i) the points only , (ii) the points joined
by straight line segments, (iii) the points joined by
a smooth curve (a cubic spline).

6.5.4 WL-HYDRO

Displays the water levels above mean sea level
(c.f. 6.5.2) in the form of a hydrograph. The same
options are available as for 6.5.3.

6.5.5 WL-DIFSUM

Using the [Water-level] data, estimates the water
levels at specified regularly spaced dates and
produces for each time period a summary of the change
in the water level at each grid reference.

6.5.6 WI,-DIRAAP

Displays the same information as 6.5.5, plotted on
maps showing the relative positions of the wells and
the values of the changes in water level.

6.6 Conductivity data

6.6.1 COND-SUMMkRY

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
[Conductivity] data.

6.7 Temperature data

6.7.1 TEMP-SUMMARY

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
[Temperature] data.
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6.8 Conductivit lo data

6.8.1 LOG-CONDSUM

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
[Log-cond) data.

6.9 Te

rature lo data

6.9.1 LOG-TEMPSUM

Produces for each grid reference a summary of the
[Log-temp] data.

6.10

Keyfile

6.10 .1 KEY-SlM vIARY

Produces a summary of the information which is
currently stored on the Keyfile.
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APPENDIX A - Index of control words

ADD-CODE
Adds code details to the system (for user-defined
codewords).
Following by DATA-CARDS or DATA-FILE

ADD-FILE

f i l e name
Adds data to a file which already exists on the
system
f i l e name i s the name of the data-type
MUst be followed by DATA-CARDS or DATA-FILE

BAL-SUM OIY l i m 1, lim 2, ..., lim n/ op t i ons
Summaries of [Chemistry] samples for which balance
falls in ranges: lim 1 < Ibalance I < lim 2
lim (n-1) < Ibalance l < lim n
op t i ons : either 'ALL ' for both complete and
incomplete analyses or leave blank for
complete analyses only.
Obviously , the chemistry quality control program
(see QUALITY) must have been done previous ly , for
calculation of balance.

Al

CHEI- SLU ARY/ op t i ons
Summary of [Chemistry] data

op t i ons : either 'ONLY STANDARD LIST ' - inCludes those
items which appear as standard on the data forms ,
or 'STANDARD LIST ' - includes standard items as
well as those which follow ,
or leave blank - includes sample number and items
which follow .
if 13NEM'STANDARD LIST ' or blank , followed by cards
describing format of summary, one card per item :
Columns 1 to 8

item name as stored on data system

Columns 9 to 18 - format in which this item of data
is to be written ('6X,A4' for
character variables '110 ' for integer
variables, 'F10 .x ', where x is the nunber
of decimal places, for real variables).
Columns 19 , 20 - a slash '/' in either of these columns
udll result in a blank line following
this item .
Columns 21 to 32 - the name by which the item w ill be identified
on the summary
Columns 33-42

- limit 1)

Columns 43-52

limit 2)

Columns 53-62

- limit 3)

Columns 63-72

limit 4)

(optional)

(optional)

If limit 1 and lim it 2 are specified, then one asterisk w ill
be put next to those items which exceed limit 1; and two
asterisks next to those whiCh exceed limit 2.
If all four limits are specified, then one asterisk w ill
indicate values x in the ranges

lim it 4 < x < limit 3

or lim it 1 < x < limit 2; two asterisks indicate x < limit 4
or x < limit 2.

(cont)

If.the standard list has not been included, (i.e. op tions
is blank) then two cards with columns 1 to 8 blank; the
information in columns 9 to BO will be printed verbatim
at the bottom of each summary (this can, for example,
be used to explain the meanings attached to the asterisks).
The end of the format cards must be indicated by an END
card .

COND-SUMMARY

Summary of the [Conductivity] data.

DATA-CARDS

Indicates that data to be added to system
follows punched cards.
Followed by ENDRUN, and then data cards.

DATA-FILE

Qualifier*filename (.elementname)

Indicates that data to be added to system
is in a mass storage file (or element).
Followed either by ENDRUN , or by END (in
which case other manipulations of the data
system may follow).

N .B. elementname is included only if the
data is an element.
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I C)

e t tiv\
DW-HYDRO

From start-date to end-date options
Hydrographs showing depth to water table
Dates are in 16, e.g. 191173 for 19 November
1973; start-date in columns 18-23; end-date
in columns 28-33.
Options start in column 34 ; four options are

available :
/L

for points joined by straight line segments

/S

for points joined by cubic spline

/I to invert y-axis
/I2= value to specify rangeSof values to be
plotted on y-axis.
The options can be used in any combination ,
except that /L and /R cannot both be
specified at once. If neither /L nor /R are
specified , the data points only will be
plotied; if /R = value is left out, the
program calculates the scale of the y-axis
for each individual hydrograph, depending on
the values to be plotted.

DW-SUNM ARY
Summary of [Water-level] file

EDIT-FILE

Date type/qual4filename

Replaces data which has been hT itten to
qua l*filename using LIST-FILE, and corrected

used the editor; qual*filename is deleted
afterwards.
A4

EDIT-KEY

qual4filename

Replaces Keyfile data which has been IsT itten
to quall ilename using LIST-KEY and corrected
using the editor; qualsT ilename is deleted
afterwards.

END
Signifies the end of the current block of
operations.

ENDRUN
The last control card in any set; followed by
data cards if putting on data using DATA-CARDS.

ENDSELECT
Ends the use of the selected station index
(SELECT or MAPSELECT) and causes program to
revert to using full station index.
It should be noted that this control card
causes the heading (see HEADING, MAPSELECT
and SELECT) to revert to the default of 'ALL
THE DATA '.

HOLDRUN

qual4filename

Prevents the runstream which is generated from
being executed . If qua l*filename is specified,
the runstream is stored in that file ; otherwise
the runstfeam will not be kept.

HEADING

heading

Can be used to change the heading (which appears
on the output together with the study title as
specified on the TITLE card). Default is 'ALL
THE DATA '; maximum length is 24 characters.
The heading can also be changed by use of the
control words SELECT or MAPSELECT . Note that the
heading used on any particular piece of output is
the most recently specified one; also that
ENDSELECT will cause the heading to revert to the
default.

KEY-SUMMARY
Summary of current state of Keyfile.
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LIST-FILE

data-type/qual4filename

Writes out data of a particular data-type , into
qual*filename, for editing and replacing using

EDIT-FILE.
N.B. (i) qual4filename must be an unassigned file.
(ii) the formats in which the data are written
out are as on the standard data forms .
If data-type is a library file, no further
information is required.
For [Site-list] data the program will automatically
include those items which appear on the standard
data forms ; if there are any non-standard items
on the file, these should be listed , one per card,
as follows:
Item-name/format

where Item-name starts in column 1 and it not more
than 8 characters; format is either 'I' for
integer variables, an integer n between zero and
9 for real variables (n is the number of decimal
places which will be included for that item) or
'A ' for character variables.
The end of the list is signified by a card with
'END ' in columns 1-3.
For [ Chemistry ] data , the program will automatically
include the sample number; all other data which
is required must be listed in the manner described
above for non-standard items on the [ Site-list J .
The last card must once again be an END card.
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LIST-E Y

qua l 4f i l ename
Lists contents of Keyfile into qua l 4f i l ename (which must
be an unassigned file) formatted as on the data forms,
it can then be updated, and replaced using EDIT-KEY .

LIN -LOG
Lithological log plotting.

LOC-SUIV ARY
Site location summary - grid reference, borehole
reference and location (from [Site-list]).
See SITE-SIM ARY for other [Site-list] information.

LCC-CONDSIN
Summary of [Log-cond] data

W G-Ta iPSUM
Summary of [Log-temp] data
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MAPSELECT

headi ng
Selection of relevant stations prior to plotting
maps - this automatically includes all [Boundary]
data in the selection.
Followed by selection criteria (see Chapter 3)
(N .B . only (ODE and GRID criteria can be used in
conjunction with MAPSELECT - the mapping
programs automatically include only those grid
references which appear within the map area). The
selection criteria must be followed by an END card.
headi ng wi l l appear on the title block (maximum
length is 24 characters).
See also HEADING and SELECT .

NEW-KEY
Replacement of Keyfile .
Must be followed by DATA-FILE or DATA-CARDS.
NEW-LIBRARY da t a- t yp e
Opening a new library file .
Must be followed by DATA-CARES or DATA-FILE.
NEW-MASTER da t a- t y p e
Opening a new master file.
Must be followed by DATA-CARES or DATA-FILE.
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NEW-SYSTEM
Starting a new system ; must be follows by
NEW-MASTER or NEW-LIBRARY .

OLD-FILE

data-type
Used to delete a particular data-type from
the system - must be followed by NEW-MASTER or
NEW-LIBRARY.

PEN

options
Used to specify pen size to be used in plotting
programs .
Options: BIRO - for biro plots
.3
.4
.S
.6
.8

)
)
)
)
)

for ink plots

Default (in no PEN card) is BIRO.

PIPER

size/balance %/options
Piper diagrams for [ Chemistry ] samples.
size:

A4 or A3

balance: limit on balance - reject samples for
which balance exceeds this value.
options: COMPLETE ANALYSES (i.e. including only
those analyses which have determinations for
all the major ions).
ALL ANALYSES (i.e. including all
analyses with sufficient information to plot).

M O

QUALITY

data type options
Quality control for standard data types.
data type can be : PUMPING-TEST
LITHOLOGY
LOG-TEMP
LOG-COND
WATER-LEVEL
CHEMISTRY
options:
(i)

leave blank except for

[ Water-level]

- parameter 6 in columns

25-34 in F10.0 format.
(ii)

[ Chemistry ]

— ALL in columns 25-27 for

all samples; blank for only those samples
changed since last run of QUALITY for
[ Chemistry ] data.

RATIO

: ratio 1 : ratio 2 : , ..., etc.
Summary of chem ical ratios.
Each ratio should be separated by a colon ;
two colons to denote end of list (up to 6
ratios).
No blank spaces in list.
Each ratio 1, 2 ... n can take one of the
following forms:

Item X/Item Y
Item Y
1/Item Y

where Item X, Item Y are the names of items on
the [ Chemistry ] file .
The second form will simply give the value of
Item Y , and the third form will give its
reciprocal.
All

SELEa

headi ng
Selection of relevant stations.
Followed by slection criteria (see Chapter 3);
selection criteria must be followed by an END
card .
If plotting of maps is to be done, then MAPSELECT
must be used instead.
head i ng wi l l appear on the title block (maximum
length is 24 characters.
See also HEADING.

SITE-SN IARY
Summary of the [ Site-list ] data except for the
description location (see LOC-9U144ARY) .
n is the number of screens to include on the
summary - it can take values 1, 2, 3 or 4 the default, if it is not specified , is number
which are stored on the data system.
Additional non-standard items can be included
in the summary by including format cards, one per
item :
Columns 1 to 8 - item name as stored on the data
system.
Columns 9 to 18 - format in uh ich this item is
to be wT itten ( ' ox, A4' for character variables
'IlO'for integer variables
F10.x, where n is the number of
decimal places,for real
variables)
Columns 19 and 20 - a slash '/' in either of these
columns will result in a blank line following
this item.

_Al2

(cont)

Columns 21 to 32 - the name by uh ich this
item will be identified on the summary.
Followed always (even if no additional items)
by END card.

SITIN AP
Map showing relative positions of sites,
together with their well reference number.
R llowed by a map description card:
Columns 1 to 6

'ORIGIN '

Columns 9 to 16 : grid reference of bottom
left-hand corner of map.
Columns 17 to 22 : '/SCALE ' - or '
A MAX '.
Columns 24 to 31 : either scale of map (in
grid units per centimetre) or maximum
X-value to be plotted on map - F8.0 format .
Columns 32 to 36 : '/GRID '
Columns 38 to 40 : interval between grid lines,
in grid units (13 format).
Columns 41 to 45 : either '/A4', or '/A3 ' or
'/SIZE'.
Columns 47 to SI : if '/SIZE ', length of map
in centimetres.
Columns 52 to 56 : if '/SIZE ', height of map
in centimetres.
Followed by one card, either 'BOUNDARIES' or
'NO BOUNDARIES'.
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STIFF

balance %/options
Stiff pattern diagrams for all samples for
which the balance is less than balance.
options : 'COMPLETE ANALYSES' (i.e. including
only those analyses which have determinations for
all the major ions).
'ALL ANALYSES ' (i.e. including both complete
and incomplete analyses).

TEMP-SIM ARY
Summary of the [ Temperature ] data

TEST-PLOT

options

TEST-SUMMARY
Line-printer sumnaries of pumping tests.

TITLE

study title
The first card in any run.
study title is a descriptive title (4 24
characters) which appear at the top of all
the output as part of the title block.

Al4

WL-DIFMAP

options
Water level differences estimated at specified
intervals and plotted on a map.
options: 'INTERVAL ' in columns 13-20
length of interval (14 format) in
columns 21-24 'DAYS ', 'MONTHS ', or
'YEARS ', starting in column 26.
'FROM ' in columns 34-37.
Start date (E .G. 171273 - 17 December
1973) in columns 39-44.
either

C TO ' in columns 46-47
(end date in columns 49-54

or

(number of dates of which estimates
(required (14 format) in columns 46-49
('DATES' in columns 51-55.

Followed by a map description card, and a card
with 'BOUNDARIES ' or 'NO BOUNEARIES ' exactly
as described under SITEMAP .

WL-DIFSUM

options
Line printer sumnary of water level differences
estimated at specified intervals.
options: exactly as described above under

M S

INI -HYDRO

FROM start date TO end date options
Hydrographs showing water levels above mean
sea level. This program uses the [Water-level]
file ,and the datums from the [ Site-list ]
obviously it can obly be used if the datums have
been recorded . The exact format of the card is
as described for DW-HYDRO.

WL-SUMAARY
Summary of water levels above mean sea level,
using the [ Water-level ] file and the datums
from the [ Site-list ] .

APPENDIX B - Error messages

Errors in the input to the program CONTROL are indicated by a message
'DIAGNOSTIC x', where x is an integer. In addition the program lists
the control cards which had been read in before the error was detected ,
and the runstream which was generated (see Table 1 - Control Program
Status).

Since each card is read in and processed in turn , the error

will usually be on the last card which was read in ; the list below , of
diagnostic messages and the meanings attached to them , should help to
further pinpoint the source of the error.

El

DIAGNOSTICS

TITLE card missing
or TITLE card is present, but the project title has been left
blank.

a NEW-SYSTEM card has been included, but it is not followed
by either NEW-LIBRARY or NEW-MASTER.

attempting to add data , but no DATA-FILE or DATA-CARDS to
indicate location of the data.

SYSTEM ERROR.

unrecogn isable control word.

SYSTEM ERROR.

using a forbidden filename (e.g . attempting to change systemdefined files).

no END or ENDRUN card where one was expected .

SYSTEM ERROR.

attempting to make too many selections.

10

mapping program (SITEMAP, or WL-DIFMAP) but plotting details are
absent or badlydefined.
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11

mapping program - cannot ask for boundary plotting after using
SELECF to make a selection (must use MW SELECT).

error on LIST-FILE or EDIT-FILE card .

TESTPICT- need to specify 'LOG-LOC ', 'LOG-LIN', or 'BOTH ' in
columns 13-19 , depending on type of plot required.

14

QUALITY with incorrect filename (i.e . one for hh ich there is
no quality control program).

15

attempting to use MAPSELECT with either 'BOX' or 'QUAD ' selection
criteria - should only use 'CODE' or 'GRID'.

16

name of data type has been omitted.

OLD-FILE following NEW-SYSTEM .

18

ADD-FILE following OLD-FILE (should be followed by NEW-LIBRARY
or NEW-MASTER).

19

mapping program,but have not specified either 'BOUNDARY ' or
'NO BOUNDARIES '.

20

QUALITY for 'WATER-LEVEL' and '07E/E STRY' requires additional
data on control card.

21

asking for a map which will not fit on 36" paper.

B3

22

error on WL-HYDRO or DV-HYDRO card.

23

the pen size specified on the PEN card is not available
(should be .3, .4, .5, .6 or .8).

24

error on PI PER card .

25

error on STIFF card.

26

error on RATI O card

27

error on BAL- SIM IARY card.

28

error on CHEM-SUM ARY card.
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APPENDIX C - Miscellaneous Points

L. Units

For data of standard types (see table 2) the units to be used are
specified in "Using the Groundwater Data Forms". However, in the case
of [ Chemistry ] data which has been coded up in mg/1, conversions to
meq/1 will be performed as follows:
Determination

Abbreviation

Conversion factor

Calcium

CA

.0499

Magnesium

NE

.08224

Sodium

NA

.0435

Potassium

K

.02558

Carbonate

0O3

.03333

Bicarbonate

HCO3

.01639

Hydroxide

OH

.0588

Sulphate

504

.02062

Chloride

CL

.0282

Nitrate

NO 3

.01613

Nitrite '

NO2

.02174

All subsequent operations on the data will then be performed using the
news units.

N.B. Other conversions can be performed only after additional programming.

CI

2. Mass-stora e file names

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a unique qualifier should be used for each
study. This is to guard against files being overuT itten by mistake.
A list of qualifiers being used by the different studies is kept by Roy
Wikramaratna (room 11, extension 261). Before using the system, users
should check that their project has a unique qualifier.

3. Data archival

There are basically two types:
(i)

original data kept on magnetic tapes

(ii)

data system files - qualifier*STATIONINDEX
qualifier*POINTFILE
qualifier*KEYFILE

and all other named data files (see table 2) which have been used in the
study. If there is a [ Water-level 3 file then include, in addition :
qualifier*SPLINT-LEVEL
qualifier*ESTIMATES.

Their use will depend on the particular requirements of the study. It
is advised that (i) is always used, with (ii) being advisable in the
event of a break in the analysis of more than a few months.
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